You dread confronting students who have plagiarized. But every year you have to. By the time you detect a simple citation mistake or a research misdemeanor, it’s too late. The right prevention strategy can reduce or eliminate the incidence of plagiarism. And in Barry Gilmore’s *Plagiarism*, you’ll get classroom-tested prevention strategies and much more.

**Plagiarism**

*Why It Happens • How to Prevent It*

**B A R R Y  G I L M O R E**

Copycats aren’t all the same. Some are dishonest, some merely confused. That’s why Barry Gilmore (bestselling author of “Is It Done Yet?” and Speaking Volumes) presents a full menu of strategies for prevention. *Plagiarism*’s ideas work inside and outside your classroom:

- Use *Plagiarism* to build students’ understanding of plagiarism and set expectations for academic honesty.
- Use the *Plagiarism Study Guide* (www.heinemann.com/gilmore) with colleagues to discuss and implement Gilmore’s prevention techniques in your department.
- Give your principal *Plagiarism* to initiate a schoolwide plagiarism discussion.
- Watch how *Plagiarism*’s approach helps students detect plagiarism before you ever have to.

And for those times when you must confront academic dishonesty, *Plagiarism* models effective detection and response. It tells you how to turn writing’s worst offense into a powerful teaching moment. You’ll help students:

- understand the seriousness of the issue
- learn prewriting and research strategies that encourage originality
- write in their own voices.
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“Is It Done Yet?”
Teaching Adolescents the Art of Revision
BARRY GILMORE, FOREWORD BY BARRY LANE

Why do so many students resist revision? Maybe because it feels to them like starting over, like an indictment of their first draft, or a rejection of their ideas. Encouraging teens to see revision as process rather than criticism is crucial to their growth and success as thoughtful adult writers. With “Is It Done Yet?” Barry Gilmore helps you push your writers toward a new, realistic understanding of revision while offering proven ways to overcome student resistance.

Speaking Volumes
How to Get Students Discussing Books--And Much More
BARRY GILMORE, FOREWORD BY HARVEY DANIELS
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Are the literature discussions in your classes a one-way conversation where you do all the talking? Or are they dominated by a small cadre of big talkers? Barry Gilmore offers simple, effective techniques for increasing student involvement that will soon become an organic part of your instructional style.